This paper investigates whether insider purchasing or selling before Season equity offerings (SEO) announcement have the impact on the cumulative abnormal returns (CAR) around SEO announcement in Taiwan. We find that there are negative announcement effects around the SEO announcement, which is not consistent with the argument that there are usually positive announcement effects around the SEO announcement in Taiwan. Moreover, long-run abnormal returns following SEOs are negative. Therefore, the motivation of SEO has changed from investment to overvaluation.. Although there is net buying prior to SEO announcement, the outside investors still regard SEO announcement as a signal of overvaluation instead of growth potential.
Introduction
Firms frequently issue seasoned equity offerings (SEOs) to raise their funds after going public. Based on the reports issued by Taiwan Stocks exchange (TSE) in 2015 (see Figure 1) , the amount dollars of SEO increase during the bull stock market. On the contrary, when Taiwan stock market experiences the global financial crisis in 2008 and the Eurozone debt crisis in 2012, the amount dollars of SEO decrease. Note. The TAIEX from TSE covers all of the Taiwan listed stock for allowing investors to grab both overall market movement and different industrial sectors' performances.
majority of SEOs do not improve the performances of the issuing firm since most of SEO issuers are not growing firms. Furthermore, most firms conducting SEO seem to meet short-term cash needs. If the firm fails to raise funds by SEO, it would run out of cash in the issuing year, which will lead to negative impacts on its long-term performances (Décamps, Mariotti, Rochet, & Villeneuve, 2011 ) (Note 1).
In some developed countries, SEO has also played a very important role. For instance, in Switzerland, issuing firm with relatively small size announces an SEO for investment need. Then, the announcement can generate a positive effect on stock return (Dubois & Jeanneret, 2000) . In Sweden, the announcement of private placement usually has a positive reaction on stock price because it can reduce moral hazard costs, and reduce adverse selection costs. In Hong Kong, SEO affords an opportunity for insiders to trade profitably and maintains control right (Ching, Firth, & Rui, 2006) .
Insider trading is an important factor on SEO announcement. Ching et al. (2006) point out that insider buying can react more favorably to SEO announcement and has a positive price response on stock market. Specifically, insiders can communicate the superior information to outsiders around SEO event. Fidrmuc, Goergen and Renneboog (2006) argue that the director's purchases and sales in U.S. and U.K. can trigger significant immediate market reactions on announcement day. Shiue, Lin and Liu (2009) suggest that if the board of directors is independent and competent, they can efficiently decrease the magnitude of overvalued equity before firms issue SEO, which can exhibit the positive stock price reaction to SEO announcement. Although insider trading can obtain abnormal returns in SEO announcement, insider buying and selling have different information contents. While an insider buying conveys positive news to SEO, it is less clear what information an insider sale conveys since it may meet the liquidity needs of insider (Note 2).
In this paper, we calculate the abnormal returns of 506 issuing firms listed on the TSE from 2006-2014. We classify SEO firms by insider's purchases or sales to examine whether insider trading before announcement has the effect on CAR around SEO announcement. Following Ching et al. (2006) , we define an insider as an officer, director or substantial shareholder (holding more than 10% of the nominal value of relevant share capital). Two measures of insider trading are defined as the number of individual transactions and the number of shares traded.
We find that there are negative announcement effects around the SEO announcement, which is not consistent with the argument that there are usually positive announcement effects around the SEO announcement in Taiwan (Lee & Lin, 2001) . Therefore, the motivation of SEO has changed from investment to overvaluation. Moreover, long-run abnormal returns following SEOs are negative, which is consistent with Loughran and Ritter (1995) and Spiess and Affleck-Graves (1995) . Although there is net buying prior to SEO announcement, the outside investors still regard SEO announcement as a signal of overvaluation instead of growth potential.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related literature about the effect of SEO announcement and insider trading. Section 3 describes the research methodology and descriptive statistics. Section 4 presents empirical results. Our conclusion is contained in Section 5.
Literature Review
There has been an on-going debate whether the firms issue SEO to strategically time the sale of overvalued stock or finance genuine corporate capital requirements. The characteristic of stock market in different country may also perform several stock price reactions. In the following literature review, this paper provides various effects of SEO announcement, long-term performance and insider trading review.
The Effect of SEO Announcements

Negative Effect of SEO Announcements
SEO announcements in the US are usually associated with significant negative effect. The prominent empirical study in the adverse selection model refers that SEO issues generally perform the stock price with high volumes and positive abnormal return before the SEO, but the stock price drops significantly on the announcement day (Lucas & McDonald, 1990) . Gombola, Lee, and Liu (1999) suggest that the insiders are usually the pure sellers significantly worse than the pure purchasers before announcements and knowingly selling overvalued shares by issuing SEO. Insider selling before SEO announcement can lead a negative effect on stock price. Kahle (2000) also supports that insiders trading on their own account would be a useful predictor of pre-announcement returns.
Chiang (2004) find there are negative abnormal returns when issuing SEOs on Taiwan markets. Lin (2004) indicates that the direction and magnitude of insiders trading to SEO in Taiwan would consider investment opportunities. If insiders sell their shares before SEOs announcement, the abnormal return on announcement would significantly lower than holding or buying of insiders. Insider trading before announcement is obviously correlation with stock price reaction of issuing firm. Jenter (2005) also propose that insider sales increase prior to the announcement due to overvaluation of stock price. Wang (2005) documents that manager may use accounting accruals to conceal poor performance before announcing SEOs. Testing the SEO firms in 1996-2004 periods from Taiwan stock market by using event study model, he finds that there is short-run overvaluation. Gombola et al. (1999) document that the impact of insider purchases on market reaction around SEO announcement are positive. Insiders can earn significant abnormal returns through firm conducting SEO; outsiders can buy shares following insiders' stock purchases, and thereby earn 3% to 30% abnormal profits at least. Hill and Snell (1989) argue that more pre-offer institutional net selling is associated with a smaller SEO discount and better stock returns at announcement. Chen and Chan (1998) use Black-Scholes options pricing model to examine the domestic stock market, finding that the expected returns for investors who participate the SEOs is significantly high because the low of commission fee of balloting and offering price. Besides, offering price discount can positively effect the SEOs announcement. Chen (2005) think that in Taiwan, the date of announcement, resolution date of the board of directors, and the approved date of TSE typically signal a positive effect to stock market because of adopting bookbuilding. Using Fama-French model to measure CAR, Chen, Li, and Chen (2001) find that the main reasons to result in the stock price upward are insider buying and growth potential.
Positive Effect of SEO Announcements
Long-Term Performance
With respect to long-term performance, most studies find that SEO firms have the poor performances in the long run after the offer day and the negative stock price response after SEOs. Some of literatures present market timing fact of which records insider trading behavior to be market-timer characteristics. The negative abnormal return remains in the long run post-SEO. For instance, Loughran, Ritter, and Rydqvist (1994) mention the market timing is most prominent theoretical explanation for SEOs, which implies that insider waits for selling overvalued stocks when stock market conditions permit. The stock price of issuing firms exhibit overvaluation before an offering and underperforms afterwards. Landsberger (1998) proposes that managers knowingly exploit the windows of opportunities to sell new shares broadly in the market phenomenon when investors are overly optimistic about the value of stocks of SEOs. This phenomenon was eventually led the negative aftermarket performance in the post-SEO. Chiou (2003) imply that SEO can not effectively enhance the economic value and improve performance for issuing firm's operation. Issuing additional equity seems to explore the firm's future operating deterioration. Louis, Sun, and White (2010) also support that most of issuing firms are not the real-growth firm and the lower M/B ratios. If firms with the poor condition loss an opportunity to issue equity, they will run out of the cash the year and furthermore lead the negative impact in the long-run performance.
Insider Trading
Karpoff and Lee (1991) examine insider trading before announcements of primary offerings of common stock, convertible debt, and straight debt, finding that insiders can signal private information to the market through trading in their personal account. Meanwhile, insider trading before announcing new security issue is correlated with stock price changes. Lee (1997) suggests that the true value of the firm based on informational asymmetry between insiders and outside investors could be observed by insiders trading pattern. If managers with superior information about the firm sell overvalued equity, market could regard as managers to be net sellers. Clarke, Dunbar, and Kahle (2001) observe insider trading between canceled and completed SEOs, proposing that completed SEOs exhibit a significant abnormal performance of approximately -8% per year for the five years following the offering. If this underperformance is that insiders exploit opportunity to sell overvalued stock, insider trading would be a useful predictor of post-SEO returns. In repurchase literature, Bonaime and Ryngaert (2011) mention that managers make share repurchase announcements as a signal that the stock is valuable to the market, Firms with larger pre-announcement insider purchases experience larger buy-and-hold abnormal return (BHAR) during the year after the announcement.
Research Methodology
Data Selection
We use the SEO firms in TSE from January 2006 to December 2014 as a sample. The firms in finance and insurance industries are deleted due to their unique nature of financial reporting and survivorship bias (Kothari, Shanken, & Sloan, 1992) . The announcement date is defined as the resolution of board of director.
We define insiders as the members of the board of directors, the supervisory board, the top managers and shareholders who hold more than 10% of the stocks. We use the trading shares and number of transactions of insiders within six months before announcement date to compute insider purchases (or sells). Furthermore, when ijef.ccsenet.org
International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 9, No. 5; 2017 insiders purchase and sell stocks on the same month, we net the shares and number of transaction (e.g., a purchase of 10,000 shares and a sale of 5,000 shares are computed as a net purchase of 5,000 shares). We exclude the net of shares or transaction to equal zero. Following these adjustments, the sample covers 506 firms of insiders trading with respect to 256 trading shares and 249 numbers of transactions. The distribution of events is in Table 1 . In SEO announcements, the number of net buying by number of transaction (200) is smaller than that of net selling (268). Because many insiders are compensated by options and restricted stocks, they are usually net sellers of company stocks.
Variable Measurement and Definition
The market-adjustment model is used to calculate AR. The announcement day is defined as day 0; the test period is chosen 2 days before to 5 days after the announcement day. The model is presented as follows.
where R jt is raw return of sample stock j on day t; R mt is market return of the value weighted index on day t; AR jt is abnormal return of sample stock j on day t; CAR i is the cumulative abnormal return of sample stock i during the event period; b is the staring date and e is ending date.
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We use the regression to measure the impact of insider trading on CAR around SEO. The independent variables are insider variable (ID), SEO firm size (size), Book-to-market (B/M), return on equity (ROE) and Leverage. Table 2 presents the definition of those variables and expectative impacts on CAR. 
ID
ID is the dummy variable that sets for measuring the classification of trading share/transaction for net buying and net selling of insiders. If sample firm or insider trading is audited by 1, which is net buying of insiders for trading share/transaction, and is 0, which is net selling of insiders for trading share/transaction. ＋ SIZE Size is the market value of equity at the end of previous SEO year. It is calculated by the number of common equity shares outstanding multiplied by the stock price.
＋ B/M B/M is the natural logarithm of market-to-book ratio. It is defined as book value of equity divided by the market value of equity at the end of previous SEO year.
＋ ROE ROE is the return on equity on previous year-end SEO. It is defined as net income divided by equity at the end of prior year of SEO.
＋
Leverage
Leverage is the debt-to-equity ratio. It is calculated by total liabilities divided by total asset at the end of previous SEO year. Table 3 reports summary statistics of trading shares and number of transactions for insider during SEO period. We utilize only 50% (higher than median) of the largest net buying (or net selling) because the larger net buying (or net selling) tend to have a much more substantial impact on CAR around SEO. Panel A shows the full sample for 228 trading share of insider. The net buying of insiders for 120 trading share, and net selling of insiders for 108 trading share are exhibited in Panels B and C, respectively. Panel D shows the full sample for 239 number of transactions for insider. Panels D and E present the 105 net buying and 133 net selling of number of transactions for insiders, respectively.
Descriptive Statistics
As showed in Panel A, the mean (median) of ID indicates that there are 52.63% (100%) of trading shares in SEO announcement. In Panel D, on average, there is 44.1% of number of transactions to trade for their SEO, indicating that there are approximately a half of insiders to take advantage of transitory "windows of opportunity" by issuing SEO. The mean of size is 8694.3 million USD, and the means of B/M ratio, ROE, and leverage are 0.0008%, 9.57%, and 47.95%, respectively. With regarding to net buying and net selling of the trading shares and number of transactions in Panels B, C, E and F, the median size are 3944.5 million, 3967.5 million, 2690.0 million and 4073.0 million, respectively; suggesting that the firm size of net selling is larger than that of net buying. Meanwhile, the median B/M ratio in Panels B, C, E and F are 0.0006% and 0.0005%, 0.0007% and 0.0005%, respectively. It indicates that B/M ratio of net selling is smaller than that of net buying. The firms with large size and low M/B ratio take advantage of market overvaluation to conduct equity issues (Chen & Cheng, 2008) . Beneish and Vargus (2002) document that there are many alternatives for insiders to acquiring share (e.g., options, restricted stock award, performance plans awards, dividend unit awards) while share disposals occur mostly through SEO sales. Gao, Mao, and Ng (2015) also suggest that insiders may keep silent or no insider trading in SEO periods because they concern about shareholder litigation risk or large stock price drops after SEO event. Hence, we suggest that insiders may sell shares in announcement periods because of unfavorable prospects. Table 4 reports the summary statistics of CAR for the full sample on trading shares and number of transactions in two sets of trading measures (net buying and net selling). It shows that CARs on trading shares and number of transactions all exhibit the negative mean value, which are -124.93% of mean net buying and -9.83% of mean net selling for trading share in Panel A, -112.32% of mean net buying and -4.18% of mean net selling for number of transactions in Panel B, respectively. The result that the announcement effects around the SEO announcement ijef.ccsenet.org
Empirical Results
International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 9, No. 5; 2017 are negative is not consistent with the argument that there are usually positive announcement effects around the SEO announcement in Taiwan (Lee & Lin, 2001) . Therefore, the motivation of SEO has changed from investment to overvaluation. Table 5 provides average CAR for net buying and net selling surrounding SEO announcement. Nevertheless, Panel A shows that insider purchases by shares have negative response on average CAR, which is -129% and significant at 5% significant level in event window (-2, 5). Insider selling by shares also performs negative and insignificant CAR in event window (-2, 5), which is -12.11%. Average CARs for net buying are all negative during SEO announcement. Similarly, in Panel B of Table 5 , the average CAR of insider purchase for number of transactions in event window (-2, 5) is negative (-119%) and significant at 10% level. Meanwhile, the average CAR of the insider selling is -12.11%. In sum, the results of the different T test by shares and number of transactions show the average CARs for net buying are less than those for net selling around announcement period. Figures 2 and 3 show that the CARs for insider trading by trading share and trading transaction are negative during SEO announcement. Thus, although there is net buying prior to SEO announcement, the outside investors still regard SEO announcement as a signal of overvaluation instead of growth potential. Shu and Chiang (2012) also mention that insider trading allows information (such as SEO event) to be absorbed into different groups of insiders, such as director's trade. According to the information hierarchy hypothesis, insiders who are more familiar with the day-to-day operations of the firm trade on more valuable information. In order to examine whether well-informed insider's trade can actually influence the effect of SEO, we narrow the range of insiders to directors. Vol. 9, No. 5; 2017 Goergen, and Renneboog (2006) , trades of directors contain more information than those of large shareholders. Moreover, the director sale may convey unfavorable information about the firm's prospects whereas director buy may convey positive information. Although director trading on trading share in Panel A also show a negative abnormal return during announcement period (in event window (-2, 5)), the average CAR for net buying is insignificantly greater than that for net selling. In contrast, number of transactions for director in Panel B show -211.6% on net buying and significant at 5% level; 56.7% on net selling in event window (-2, 5). The average CAR for net buying is significantly less than that for net selling at 5% level. Therefore, we argue that the impacts of director' purchases and sales on CAR around SEO announcement are similar with those of insiders, which is inconsistent with the information hierarchy hypothesis. Note. This table shows the average CAR difference T test between trading share and number of transactions of director trading during SEO announcement period. ***, **, and * denote significant at 1%, 5%, and 10% level.
Moreover, Chiang (2004) report that the insider trading on the TWSE may not trade for short-term profits but rather for some other long-term objectives. Because insiders may be afraid of illegal penalties around the time of price-sensitive announcement, they do not trade or delay a significant amount of trading. Following Chiang (2004), we stretch the length of time measurement to one-year before and after an announcement. In Table 7 , we set the event window from one year before to one year after announcement day as the observation period to ijef.ccsenet.org
International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 9, No. 5; 2017 examine whether there are different impacts of net buying and net selling on CAR. Panel A presents that the CAR of insider purchase by trading share increases from 71.09% (in event window (-360, 0) ) to 1530.5% (in event window (-30, 0) ) before an announcement; the CAR of insider buying on number of transactions (from 82.51% in event window (-360, 0) to 3082.6% in event window (-30, 0) ) also shows the same results by trading share. By contrast, the insider selling on trading share is obtained a negative CAR from -160.4% in event window (-360, 0) to -6.3% in event window (-60, 0) ; the insider selling on number of transactions also receives negative CAR (-206.7% in event window (-360, 0) and -2.08% in event window (-60, 0) respectively). It shows that there is a strong intention for insiders to buy SEO shares before 180 days of announcement day, because CARs is positive and significant at 10% level. In particular, in post-announcement year for both trading share and number of transactions whenever is net buying and net selling, the CAR in Panel B is negative over one year, and is significant at 10% level one year after announcement. The negative long-run abnormal returns following SEOs are consistent with Loughran and Ritter (1995) and Spiess and Affleck-Graves (1995) . Therefore, we argue that insiders should avoid trading over the announcement period. According to Chiang (2004) , insiders may be afraid illegal or market penalties around the time of price-sensitive announcement. Moreover, Gao et al. (2015) also suggest that insiders may not trade over a period of 12 months when firms issue common stocks due to trading constraints or litigation risk, and then external investors may interpret that insiders' lack of buying over announcement period is associated with bad news. Note. This table presents cumulative abnormal returns (CAR) of insider trading on trading share and number of transactions prior to 1 year of SEO announcement to 1 year of SEO announcement after. Besides, *significant at P<0.1, **significant at P<0.05, and ***significant at P<0.01.
In Table 8 , we run the regression to examine whether the CAR is affected by insider trading in net buying and net selling based on trading share and number of transactions. Based on Fidrmuc et al. (2006), we control for other variables (size, B/M ratio, ROE and leverage) that may affect the CAR. Panel A (B) shows the regression of insider trading in net buying and net selling by trading share (number of transaction) on CAR. In these regressions, we define ID to equal 1 when the insiders are net buying, and zero otherwise. In Panels A and B, we find that the coefficients for insider trading are negative when we control size, B/M ratio, ROE and leverage of variables, except in event window (-2, 0) of number of transactions traded in Panel B. The results imply that insiders seem to trade not for signal reason. For example, Fidrmuc et al. (2006) suggest that insiders trade due to liquidity needs rather than growth factor. Further, although the outside investors observe there is net buying prior to SEO announcement, they still regard SEO announcement as a signal of overvaluation instead of growth potential. Thus, the market reactions to SEO announcement are negative.
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Conclusion
This study explores whether insider trading in the six months prior to announcement day has an influence on CAR around SEO announcement. We find that there are negative announcement effects around the SEO announcement, which is not consistent with the argument that there are usually positive announcement effects around the SEO announcement in Taiwan (Lee & Lin, 2001) . Therefore, the motivation of SEO has changed from investment to overvaluation. Moreover, long-run abnormal returns following SEOs are negative, which is consistent with Loughran and Ritter (1995) and Spiess and Affleck-Graves (1995) . Although there is net buying prior to SEO announcement, the outside investors still regard SEO announcement as a signal of overvaluation instead of growth potential. Thus, insider buying is not a good signal to show the firms' future prospect since they may trade on other information (such as liquidity needs). Therefore, beside insider trading, investors should take into account the other variables, such as multiple trading or transaction value. We also suggest that the Financial Supervisory Commission (FSC) should monitor the long-term returns on insider trading.
